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A New Mask-To-Wafer Alignment Technique for A-Quarter-Micron SR Lithography
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A new optical-heterodyne detection nethod of nask-wafer displacenent has been
developed. This nethod neasures the phase difference between Iight beans diffraeted
fron three gratings arranged synnetrically. With a 0.76 pn-grating systen and a
He-Ne laser, the sensitivity better than 0.005 L.m was obtained independently of
the nask-wafer gap variations. With this rnethod, a prototype aligner systen having
vertical mask and wafer stages was constructed. The alignnent accuracy better than
0.01/n was achieved.

1. Introduction
using synchrotron radiation
pronising replication technology for
a-quarter-nicron patterns. Precise alignnent between the nask and the wafer is a key technique
for the SR lithography.
The alignnent using two gratings with the
sane period was first proposed by Flanders et
a-1. . I )
The alignnent signal in this nethod,
however, is strongly affected by the nask-wafer
gap variatiols.2r3)
A holographic nethodr)
using two coherent laser beans is independent of
the gap variations. This nethod, however, only
align the nask or the wafer to the interference
fringe generated by the beans; direct alignnent
is inpossible.
We report the perfornances of a fine alignnent systen constructed with a newJ.y-developed
displacenent-detection nethod. The displacenentdetection nethod uses three gratings and has high
precision independently of the nask-wafer gap
Lithography

(SR)

is a

interval S. The periods of the gratings Gz and
Gz, are the same with each other. The period of
Gr is 1.5 tines as large as that of Gz and Gz,.
The whole grating systen is nornally illuninated
by a light bean ui consisting of two orthogonallypolarized components with respective frequencies
of fr and fz.
These conponents are nutually
coherent; by making then interfere, beat with a
frequency of I fr-fz I is obtained. The frequency
I fr-fz I is selected so snall that the beat signal is easily detected. The light ui is diffracted by Gz or Gz' (u(+ 1) in the figure)r and
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2. Displacenent-detection nethod
The principle of the present detection method
is schenatically illustrated in FiS.1. A transnission grating Gr with a period dr is forned on
the nask and two reflection gratings Gz and Ge,
with & period dz are forured on the wafer with an
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Fig. 1 Principle of displacenent neasurement.

phase

is

difference between the beats in I s r and Isz

expressed as,

Fig. 2 Photograph of the beat signals observed
by an oscilloscope. Beat frequency is 344 kHz.
then diffracted by Gr in the direction of
0s
(u(t 1'Tl),u(* 1,121 in the figure). The angle 0
"
is obtained frour the following equation,
Zdrsin 0 s= A. t
(l)
where L is the wave length of ui.
The present rnethod neasures the path-length
dif ference between u( + 1,Tl )and u(+ I ,T2 ) through
the intensity and the phase of the light signals,
Isr and fsz; which beat with a frequency of I fr-fzl
after the analyzers. In this configuration of
gratings, this path-length difference depends only
on the relative
displacenent in the lateral
direction x but does not depend on the nask-wafer
gep z, in principle.
The anplitudes of the beat
signals vary sinusoidally with x with a period a
half of that of the gratings Gz and Q2 r 5 ). The

placenent detection.
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order to

displacenent-detection nethod experirnentally, the
following gratings were prepared. The transnission grating Gr consists of 2I lines of
tungsten forned6 ) on &
400 p n-thick quartz
plate. The reflection gratings Gz and Gz' consist
of 40 grooves forured on a Si wafer. The periods

uJ
U)

o

I[(a

-B )sin2c] /
{1+1o +B )cos2r} +a pll,
\21
wherer cl:2rtx/dz,
The coefficient q is the
diffraction anplitude ratio of Gr (the second order to the first order) for the fr conponent and
P is that for the fz conponent. For x((dz,
(3)
Q=8rx(a-B )/{t+q+B+aBldzl .
[{e c&n detect the lateral displacenent x by
neasuring the intensity of the light signals or
the phase difference O , The zero displacenent
is judged by the naxinun of the intensity or the
zero in the phase difference. The reverse arangenent of the gratings, where Gr is forned on the
wafer and Gz and Gz' &re forned on the nask,
gives the sane result and can be used for dise =Ztan-
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intensity and the phase difference
a function of the lateral
displacenent between the nask and the wafer. The naskwafer gap is 62.2 Ffr,

o
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Fig. 4 Detailed results of the displacenent
neasurement. The mask-wafer gap is 60.0 ttm,

of Gr and Gz ( =Q2 ' ) are 1.14 and 0. ?6 p mt
respectively. The interval S is about bg pm,
In this period condition, the direction of the
signal lightr 0 s, is 16.1" for the wave length I
=0.6328 pn of a He-Ne laser.
A transverse-node He-Ne Zeenan laser ( Asahi
Bunko, STZL-II) was used for a ligtrt source of uii
the beat frequency I fi-fz I is 344 kHz. The
Iight signals were neasured with photomultipliers.
A universal counter was used for the phase

of the signal intensity. Figure 4 shows
the details of the signal intensity and the phase
difference for the gap of 60.0 ltl,
As shown in
the figure, the present nethod has a detection
sensitivity better than 0.00b Itfr,
The sen_
sitivity is not affected by the nask-wafer gap
cre&se

variations.

3. Mask-to-wafer alignnent
We have constructed a prototype aligner
systen. This systen has vertical nask and wafer
stages because SR is horizontally enitted. The
schenatic diagran of the systen is shown in Fig.5.
The nash stage has four fine-novenent nechanisns
(z and three rotations around x, Vt z axes in the
figure) and three coarse novenent nechanisms ( x,
y and z translation).
The wafer stage has an x_
direction fine novenent and four coarse novenent
nechanisns (x, Xr z and rotation around z axis).

measurement.

An exanple of the beat signals, I. r and I s z
are shown in Fig.Z. A band pass filter for 344
kHz was used to reduce the electrical noise. The
shape of the signal is so clear that the error in
the phase neasurenent is within + 0. Zo
The phase difference e neasured as a function of the displacenent x for the gap of 62,2 pm
is shown in Fig.3 together with the intensity of
Isr.
As seen in the figure, the position where
d =0 exactly coincides with the position where the
1

intensity is naxinun.

This feature is

5)

the wafer are held by vacuun chucks.
All the fine novenents are perforned with
piezoeleetric transducers (pZT) controlled by a
nicro-conputer through GpIB interface bus. The
novenent of the wafer stage in x-direction is eonThe nask and

advan-

tageous for precise alignnent, because the error
in the phase neasurenent decreases with the in-
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Fig. 5 Schenatic diagran of the prototype alig-

ner systen.
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An exanple of the alignnent experinents in x
direction at the gap of 62,2 pn is shown in
Fig. 6. In the figure, the novenent of the wafer
stage is shown as a function of tine, together
with variations of the intensity and the phase
difference. In the experinent, the threshold in
the phase difference for the feedback action was
set t 0.25o , which is slightly larger than the
fluctuation ( t 0.2o ) . One can see in the figure
that the alignnent accuracy is better than 0.01
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We have developed a new detection nethod of
the lateral displacenent between the nask and the
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wafer using the three-grating systen and have
succeeded in fine alignnent with an accuracy better than 0 . 0l tt D,
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Result of an alignnent experinent.

nask-wafer Eap is 62.2 Ffi,
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